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Research articles


Reviews and discussion articles


WASSERMAN HJ. A view from Africa on media ethics (Review article). Ecquid Novi 2003; 24(2) : 2.

Papers - International


RABE L. For the sake of the Amina's, Zena's and Melissa's of Africa - the need for gender sensitive journalism training. International Communications Forum, Cape Town, South Africa 2003.

RABE L. The 'lost' generation - wanting to become 'gernalists' in a so-called fledgling democracy - the challenges for journalism education and training in South Africa. European Journalism Trainers' Association, Aarhus, Denmark 2003.


Papers - National


Books


Chapters in Books


General Presentations

RABE L. En-gendering Journalism Education and Training.

RABE L. En-gendering women's magazines - empowering women.

RABE L. The importance of student media.
Departement Joernalistiek

NAVORSINGSVERSLAG - 2003

Navorsingsartikels


Resensies en besprekingsartikels


WASSERMAN HJ. A view from Africa on media ethics (Review article). *Ecquid Novi* 2003; 24(2) : 2.

Internasionale Referate


RABE L. For the sake of the Amina’s, Zena’s and Melissa’s of Africa - the need for gender sensitive journalism training. International Communications Forum, Cape Town, South Africa 2003.

RABE L. The 'lost' generation - wanting to become 'gernalists' in a so-called fledgling democracy - the challenges for journalism education and training in South Africa. European Journalism Trainers' Association, Aarhus, Denmark 2003.


conference of the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication (AEJMC), Kansas City, USA 2003.


WIESE T. The inverted pyramid: an outdated model for news writing?. Media in Africa: Current Issues, Future Challenges, Stellenbosch, South Africa 2003

Nasionale Referate


Boeke


Hoofstukke in Boeke


Algemene Aanbiedinge

RABE L. En-gendering Journalism Education and Training.

RABE L. En-gendering women's magazines - empowering women.

RABE L. The importance of student media.
RESEARCH REPORT - 2004

Journal Articles (subsidised)


STEYN E, DE BEER A.S. . The level of journalism skills in South African media – A reason for concern within a developing democracy? (In: Journalism Studies - on IBSS list but not on the drop-down list below). **MISSING JOURNAL** 2004; 5(4) : 12.


WASSERMAN HJ, BOLOKA M. Privacy, the Press and the Public Interest in Post-Apartheid South Africa. Parliamentary Affairs 2004; 57(1) : 10.


**Journal Articles (non-subsidised)**

ECKARDT M. Deutsch als Fremdsprache (DaF) und Germanistik in Afrika - Afrika in Germanistik und DaF. *Zeitschrift fur Germanistik* 2004; 1(1) : 2.


**Papers - International**


STEYN E, STEYN D, DE BEER A.S. . Improving internal relationships in South African newsrooms: the need for managerial competencies. **MISSING OUTPUT YEAR**.


**Papers - National**


DE BEER A.S. . Critical approaches and numerical methods: Or can we count on a critical research future?. Annual conference of the South African Communication Association (Sacomm), University of Port Elizabeth, Port Elizabeth, South Africa 2004.


WASSERMAN HJ. *Panel contribution: Critical Approaches or Numerical Methods (Or, can we count on a critical research future?)*. Annual conference of the South African Communication Association (Sacomm), University of Port Elizabeth, Port Elizabeth, South Africa 2004.

Books


Chapters in Books


Research Reports


Creative Works


Doctoral current

BOTHA N. *Dispatches from the front: news flow from Iraq to South Africa during Gulf War II*. DPhil.

JORDAAN WJ. *Die verhouding tussen die Suid-Afrikaanse Owerheid en die Pers in Eiese Perspektief - 'n Grondslag vir Konstruktiewe Gesprek*. DPhil.
STEYN E. The importance and implementation of managerial competence among first-line news managers in mainstream media in South Africa. DPhil.

Masters - current

WESSELS A. Quo Vadis for the ethical perceptions of journalists?. MPhil.

General Presentations

RABE L. Ten years into democracy - Media Freedom in South Africa. Lecture presented to the Department of Media and Communication, University of Oslo, Norway. 13 October.

RABE L. Ten years into democracy - The voice of minorities in South Africa. Lecture presented to the Department of Media and Communication, University of Oslo, Norway. 15 October.


STEYN E, DE BEER A.S. . The level of journalism skills in South African media – A reason for concern within a developing democracy? (In: Journalism Studies - on IBSS list but not on the drop-down list below). **MISSING JOURNAL** 2004; 5(4) : 12.


WASSERMAN HJ, BOLOKA M. Privacy, the Press and the Public Interest in Post-Apartheid South Africa. *Parliamentary Affairs* 2004; 57(1) : 10.


Joernaalartikels (ongesubsideer)

ECKARDT M. Deutsch als Fremdsprache (DaF) und Germanistik in Afrika - Afrika in Germanistik und DaF. Zeitschrift fur Germanistik 2004; 1(1) : 2.


Internasionale Referate


STEYN E, STEYN D, DE BEER A.S. . Improving internal relationships in South African newsrooms: the need for managerial competencies. **MISSING OUTPUT YEAR**.


Nasionale Referate


DE BEER A.S. . Critical approaches and numerical methods: Or can we count on a critical research future?. Annual conference of the South African Communication Association (Sacomm), University of Port Elizabeth, Port Elizabeth, South Africa 2004.


WASSERMAN HJ. Panel contribution: Critical Approaches or Numerical Methods (Or, can we count on a critical research future?). Annual conference of the South African Communication Association (Sacomm), University of Port Elizabeth, Port Elizabeth, South Africa 2004.

Boeke


Hoofstukke in Boeke


Navorsingsverslae


Kreatiewe Werke


PhD’s (huidig)

BOTHA N. Dispatches from the front: news flow from Iraq to South Africa during Gulf War II. DPhil.

JORDAAN WJ. Die verhouding tussen die Suid-Afrikaanse Owerheid en die Pers in Etiese Perspektief - 'n Grondslag vir Konstruktiewe Gesprek. DPhil.
STEYN E. The importance and implementation of managerial competence among first-line news managers in mainstream media in South Africa. DPhil.

Magister (huidig)

WESSELS A. Quo Vadis for the ethical perceptions of journalists?. MPhil.

Algemene Aanbiedinge

RABE L. Ten years into democracy - Media Freedom in South Africa. Lecture presented to the Department of Media and Communication, University of Oslo, Norway. 13 October.

RABE L. Ten years into democracy - The voice of minorities in South Africa. Lecture presented to the Department of Media and Communication, University of Oslo, Norway. 15 October.